Title word cross-reference

(2 + 1) [1026]. (2, 2) [460]. 1
[1304, 1000, 1225, 1155, 832, 1289, 1006, 1437, 932, 880, 1037]. 1:1 [851]. 2
[1304, 1003, 1391, 1475, 1289, 858, 994, 1411]. 2
[1557, 857]. 3
[1528, 1225, 1522, 1034, 1457, 542, 1074, 1289, 1042, 1285, 1388, 1036, 1440, 1022, 505].
Ai(x) [166]. C∞ [935]. EC' [493]. G* [832].
I3 [1336]. I4 [1336]. I6 [1336]. Jv(t) [165].
Jv(t), I3(t) [165]. Jv(t) [165]. L2
[1361, 954]. λ [1543, 477]. m > -1 [292]. RN
[1134, 1138]. KCL [1542]. m → +∞ [228]. N
[882, 1493, 545, 1451, 790, 1075, 1332]. ν0
[763]. ω [477]. p [1286]. \( P - N \) [48]. ppm
[327]. q [64, 89, 145]. R2 [359]. T [1549]. θ
[1069]. \( u = (|u|^{m-1}u)\hat{x} \) [292].
\( u_t = \nabla \cdot (u^m\nabla u) \) [228]. W [1418]. x^{3/2} [166].
z(x, y) [881].

-analogue [64]. -boundedness [763].
-convexity [1437]. -D [1304, 542].
-dimensional [1075, 1026]. -Junctions [48].
-Laplacian [1286]. -methods [1069].
-mode [545]. -order [832]. -part [790].
-peakon [1493]. -polynomial [89, 145].
-resonant [851]. -stability [954, 1542, 763].
-Sylvester [1549]. -Symmetries
[1543, 935]. -torus [1451].


current [1066, 923, 629, 260, 143, 224, 400, 327]. current-voltage [143, 327]. currents [153]. curvature [249, 517, 1562, 1494].

curvature-dependent [1494]. curve [90, 239, 327]. curves [849, 206, 181, 1008, 1150, 1544]. curved [1150]. curves [857, 60].

Curvilinear [3, 1494, 573, 907]. curvilinear [1494]. curve [90]. curve- [90].

cycle [1359]. cycles [311]. cylindrical [449, 6, 15, 734, 820, 733, 643, 923, 822, 636, 826, 1234, 214, 608, 743].

cylindrical [1008]. Czochralski [187, 80, 207, 188, 189].

D [1528, 1000, 1034, 932, 1304, 1225, 1522, 1003, 1240, 1511, 1391, 1155, 1457, 1475, 542, 1074, 1042, 1006, 858, 1285, 994, 880, 1388, 1036, 1440, 1411, 1037, 1022, 505].

d'Alembert [1201]. dam [344]. damage [861].

damaged [1129]. damp [468, 435, 455]. damped [1567]. Damping [538, 569, 1438, 1210, 842, 903, 386, 1045].

Darcy [365]. data [461, 945, 1463, 332, 774, 1070, 1111, 1436, 1025, 1295, 443]. Davey [817, 1063, 1311, 925]. DC [1270]. Dead [1347]. Dead-time [1347]. Dean [241].

debond [57]. debt [611].

decagonal [1279]. Decay [1155, 628, 440, 1117, 824, 858, 153, 897, 24, 1070, 1043, 1141, 973, 562].

decay [149]. decomposition [1423, 1386, 555, 1545]. decompositions [561].

deviation [1405, 1076].
Drift-dominated [400, 555, 1192].
draining [1166].
doubly [443].
double-stator [1202].
dots [280, 231].
distributed-order [866, 1352, 843, 1358, 455, 1393].
disappearance [156].
disassembly [1359].
disc [968, 375].
Discharge [381, 260, 355].
Discontinuities [6, 15, 916, 1295].
discontinuity [1519, 43].
Discontinuous [744, 1536, 537, 1111, 1025, 865].
discrete [703, 777, 1121, 860, 332, 351, 1174, 1554, 808, 999, 300].
discrete-time [1174, 808].
discretization [91].
discs [405].
disease [1344, 1175].
disintegration [1519].
disks [602].
disordered [1222].
Dispersion [303, 1357, 1377, 534, 1396, 674, 1018, 1316, 13].
dispersive [1308].
dispersive-dissipative [1308].
displacement [332, 1086, 1492, 247].
displacements [214].
dissipation [1076, 1141, 356].
dissipative [833, 1235, 1308].
dissociative [546].
dissolution [1484, 995].
distance [323].
distances [1395].
distributed [866, 1352, 843, 1358, 455, 1393].
distributed-order [1393].
Distribution [188, 1118, 1442, 495, 1514, 1110, 1343, 1499].
distributional [167].
distributions [379, 210, 1355, 1531, 750, 232, 1524].
distributive [998].
disturbances [1411, 609, 464].
divergent [934].
Dixit [1376].
DNLS [1202].
domain [1061, 38, 663, 1545, 793, 682].
domains [1229, 940, 1443, 1052, 1540, 743, 1393].
dominance [152].
dominated [400].
Dopant [280, 231].
Dopants [188].
doped [1202].
dots [1083].
double [1300, 1495, 239, 1502, 462].
double-stator [1300].
doubly [1446, 1477, 781].
doubly-periodic [1477].
down [834, 1207].
downstream [443].
DP [1397].
drainage [1166].
draining [735, 834].
Drift [400, 555, 1192].
drift-diffusion [1192].
Drift-dominated [400].
driven [979, 810, 980, 1291, 1477, 1342, 1116, 81, 1129].
Drop [1561, 1184].
droplet [1185].
droplets [1165].
drops [1012, 912].
drug [1250].
dry [1180].
dryout [1087].
Dual [948, 70, 796, 907].
Duality [642, 498, 1310].
duct [643, 276].
Ducts [6, 15, 944].
due [135, 597, 77, 549, 1264, 543, 1333, 1486].
Duffing [227, 307].
Dupuit [344].
duration [754].
During [103, 188, 1564, 1083, 185, 727, 880, 1339].
Dynamic [818, 1344, 1164, 1554, 861, 912, 394, 1425, 1439, 94].
dynamic-type [1425].
Dynamical [258, 1282, 1305, 1322, 681, 589, 1243, 1542, 610, 12, 1310, 1253, 1548].
Dynamics [1420, 1257, 1328, 1004, 795, 1321, 946, 333, 1474, 657, 1187, 1250, 860, 839, 932, 1220, 1430, 756, 1050, 370, 1077, 1133, 1127, 1424, 1540, 1186, 1458, 1175, 1406, 1525].
each [94].
Eagle [278].
earth [1399].
eclipse [754].
economic [1244].
eddy [153].
eddy-currents [153].
Edge [183, 182, 369].
edited [23].
Editorial [1217, 1158, 1260, 952, 815, 1223].
EEG [1303].
Effect [572, 1119, 187, 73, 804, 528, 1198, 1537, 352, 1325, 1220, 686, 582, 600, 13, 578, 1150, 1293].
Effective [937, 188, 759, 512].
Effects [1226, 1508, 1507, 910, 1513, 974, 588, 923, 472, 521, 824, 183, 614, 846, 1347, 1428, 556, 911, 405, 661, 1266, 1550, 191, 209, 1539, 391].
Efficient [545, 598, 1361, 772, 1382].
Eigen [841].
Eigen-oscillations [841].
Eigenanalysis [1281].
eigenfunction [944, 299].
eigenfunctions [668, 100].
Eigen-solutions [216].
Eigenvalue [14, 1275, 1404, 1541, 402, 1041].
Eigenvalues [136, 841, 1413, 1524].
eigenvectors [695].
eight [390].
eighth [1362].
eighth-order [1362].
elasmoid [1337].
Elastic [1157, 234, 1490, 736, 155, 487, 820, 1275, 150, 1262, 958, 732, 1414, 639, 1097, 1072, 609, 646, 1513, 603, 816, 1278, 345, 1053, 821, 869, 733,
Fickian [1379]. field
[1170]. Filippov [1476]. Filippov-type
[1476]. filled [603, 1086, 1442, 222]. filling
[315]. film
[979, 924, 1372, 629, 1166, 375, 709, 1207]. film/substrate [966]. films
[1379, 1083, 1205, 1268, 1544, 447]. filtered
[947, 1419]. filtering [1548]. filters
[839, 564]. filtration [567, 1371]. final
[372]. Finite
[1017]. Finite-length [588]. finite-product
[1216]. finite-strain [1344, 962]. finite-time
[1291, 1268]. finitely [1106, 513]. fire [1257]. first
[624, 257, 576, 502]. first-order
[624, 257, 576]. fish [1337]. Fisher
[1070, 985, 575, 100]. Fisher-KPP [575]. fixed
[1475, 680, 855, 1382]. flame
[1307, 1207, 520, 570]. Flows
[1114, 735, 1227, 312, 989, 500, 560, 1012, 385, 1534, 984, 248, 643, 1501, 1476, 357, 254, 117, 1167, 149, 1200, 1160, 352, 591, 770, 395, 1440, 425, 427, 235, 990, 122, 1168, 45, 876, 7, 1161, 399, 35, 81, 591]. fluctuation
[1053]. fluctuations [1222]. fluid
[1086, 222]. fluid-loaded
[62]. fluid-lubricated
[1321]. fluid-solid
[586, 640]. fluidized
[318]. fluids
[363, 1213, 531, 1242, 643, 1140, 511, 235, 446, 1204, 1466, 92, 578, 1555]. Flux
[112, 313, 338, 857, 1513, 1374]. Flux-ratio
[313]. fluxes [606]. focal
[900]. Focusing
[1063, 479, 1502, 290]. Fokker
[432, 399]. folding [1131]. following
[1377, 730]. food
[1550]. foods
[673]. force
[128, 110, 860, 1219]. Forced
[72, 108, 438, 490, 543, 1382]. forces
[1281, 246, 1544]. forcing
[1078, 227]. forest
[1253]. Foreword
[1329, 850, 1324, 953, 978]. form
[20, 1513, 1196, 1475, 1140, 1108, 418, 496, 969, 836, 175]. formation
[1019, 745]. forms
[683]. formula
[1538, 1201, 1120]. formulae
[197, 1241]. formulas
[1386]. formulation
[178, 721, 1330, 1510, 505, 432]. formulations
[915]. forward
[400]. forward-biased
[400]. foundation
[774]. Four
[1251, 1520]. Fourier
[147, 626, 262]. fourth
[448, 503, 12]. fourth-order
[503, 12]. fractal
[1432, 1071, 1332, 430].
fractional
[1322, 1276, 626, 256, 1348, 1036, 262, 1332, 1018, 1316, 1429, 1393, 1523, 1535, 1060].
fractions [769]. fracture [729, 819, 1494].
fractured [745, 541]. Fréchet [663].
freckles [186]. Fredholm [1229]. Free
[1115, 1263, 1015, 206, 988, 574, 641, 1455, 1232, 1215, 312, 989, 73, 1028, 1516, 485, 609, 1534, 594, 306, 294, 97, 296, 1264, 1209, 266, 631, 18, 39, 867, 693, 297, 237, 374, 81, 1137].
free-boundary [306, 237, 81]. Free-surface
[1263, 1015, 206, 574, 312, 989, 294].
free-vortex [693]. Freedericksz [724].
freezing [74, 1206, 391]. frequencies
[625, 717, 649, 723]. frequency
[486, 1188, 517, 1457, 1370, 1038, 1399, 781].
fresh [309]. Friction [1128, 666, 959, 1448].
Friction-induced [1128]. frictional
[1510, 823]. fringes [152]. front
[812, 1464, 756, 686, 1558, 902, 1253]. fronts
[866, 565, 1379, 985, 669, 783, 1480]. FRS
[109]. fuel [883, 941, 1183, 383, 459]. full
[202]. full-wave [202]. fully [312, 565, 420].
function [165, 1468, 664, 166, 1014, 689, 994, 1265, 146, 969, 1551, 64, 914, 655].
functional
[777, 257, 797, 790, 290, 763, 865, 1236, 1089].
fractional-differential [797].
fractional-differential [257, 290].
functionally [955, 1559]. functionals
[240, 121]. Functions
Fundamental [781, 277, 95, 996, 1018, 125].
funeral [593]. furnace [1182]. Further [68].
fusion [1314, 687]. future [1145].

G [278]. Galerkin [240, 34, 633]. games
[1437]. gamma [164]. Gap [1204, 276]. gaps
[215]. Gardner [1026]. gas
[200, 230, 1481, 474, 549, 1160, 1220, 633, 1161, 93, 137, 1162, 1165]. gas-kinetic
[1162]. gas-solid [633]. gaseous [909].
generalization [1152, 1373].
generalizations [689]. Generalized
[677, 1032, 791, 1478, 131, 1099, 1071, 1276, 1519, 331, 801, 620, 337, 817, 1063, 1504, 1248, 1282, 1311, 749, 313, 769, 658, 660, 847, 1368, 983, 925, 401, 892, 440].
generalized-affine [1071]. generated
[706, 671, 645]. generating [988, 64].
Generation
[1411, 1500, 68, 840, 1367, 1013]. generators
[559, 1342]. gently [86]. geochemical [565].
Geometric [910, 565, 1501]. Geometrical
[1472, 194, 813, 413, 1345]. geometries
[54, 705, 560]. Geometry [857, 1508, 1555].
Giesekus [1561]. Gilbert [1565]. Ginzburg
glacial [357]. glasses [169]. Global
[1402, 831, 1280, 871, 612, 542, 961, 1358, 1421, 1493, 47, 1295, 1312, 1175, 1045, 194, 882, 553, 1014, 1170, 1108, 758, 1233, 925, 1046, 783, 1089]. glycolysis [1433]. Gordon
[1196, 1152, 1046]. Görler [458, 58, 380].
governed [637, 385]. governing [1333].
Gower [1057]. Grad [583].
Grad-Shafmanov-type [583]. grade
[1276, 1140]. graded [955, 1559]. gradient
[702, 549, 1548]. gradients [645]. Graham
[278]. Graham-Eagle [278]. grain [1531].
grain-size [1531]. granular
[1187, 1554, 823]. gratings [1378]. Graves
[415]. gravitating [1090]. Gravity [979, 182, 1534, 439, 171, 972, 478, 1470, 81, 1267].
gravity-capillary [182]. Gravity-driven
[979, 81]. Gray [278]. grazing [1476, 659].
grazing-sliding [1476]. Great [829]. Green
[940, 938, 994, 1120, 914]. Green's [1249].
Greitzer [775]. grid [878, 887]. grooving
[503]. Gross [882]. Grossberg [1035].
ground [1051, 1150]. groundwater [309].
group [559, 822, 805, 386]. growing
[252, 1103]. grown [187]. Growth
[188, 1118, 924, 647, 1366, 1104, 301, 1083].
Half
[649, 377, 135, 732, 918, 1283, 1453, 1140, 938, 1152, 635, 802, 315, 1116, 605].

guides [627].
gust [102]

Half-line [1152, 1560].

half-plane [377, 135, 1283, 1116].

half-space [1453, 635, 802, 315].

half-spaces [732, 938, 605].

Ham [1140].

Hammerstein [263].

Hammerstein [23].

Hankel [146].

hard [594, 394].

hardening [529, 412].

Harmonic [726, 710, 302, 545, 1299, 438, 490, 1378, 277, 264, 1330, 1344, 508].

harmonically [1289].

harmonics [1551].

harvesting [1112, 1342, 1251].

Hashin [512].

Hashin-Shtrikman [512].

Havelock [1470].

having [923].

heat [1344].

hearing [682].

Heat [84, 392, 799, 1115, 1252, 886, 80, 1513, 1298, 726, 1182, 36, 408, 236, 1356, 445, 884, 967, 1314, 282, 1425, 83, 988, 636, 905, 1374, 1367, 830, 189, 283, 93, 137].

Heat-Conduction [84].

heat-generating [988].

heating [1261, 572, 539, 653, 742, 756, 679, 481, 435, 455, 743].

heating [1261, 572, 539, 653, 742, 756, 679, 481, 435, 455, 743].

hedgehogs [1471, 1517].

heating [1261, 572, 539, 653, 742, 756, 679, 481, 435, 455, 743].

Hele [333, 1031, 254, 1477, 372, 1134, 570].

helicity [1076].

Helmholtz [3, 1034, 918, 1027, 71, 229].

Helmholtz-type [1027].

Hénon [1051].

hepatitis [1094].

Hermite [20, 863].

Herschel [560, 465].

heterogeneous [1402, 1516, 248, 825, 552, 1016, 1165].

heuristic [827].

hexagonal [996].

Hidden [559, 463, 1436].

hierarchies [983].

hierarchy [1501].

High [486, 1457, 360, 242, 280, 273, 625, 1321, 1420, 759, 476, 717, 1188, 1370, 706, 614, 311, 45, 300, 435].

High-frequency [486, 1370].

High-low [1457].

High-order [360, 273, 759].

high-speed [1321, 1420, 706].

high-wavenumber [476].

high/low [1027].

high/low-wave-number [300].

higher [545, 1030, 1391, 378, 936, 246, 571, 136, 1455, 1041].

higher-index [378].

higher-order [545, 1030, 936, 571].

highest [78].

highlights [1461].

high/low-wave-number [300].

higher-index [378].

highest [78].

highlights [1461].

history [1354].

History-dependent [1354].

HIV [1312].

HIV-1 [1312].

HIV-1 [1312].

HIV-1 [1312].

Hodograph [268].

holder [1469].

holding [466].

hole [366, 437].

hole-pressure [366, 437].

Holes [84, 636].

Holling [1245, 1016].

hollow [1109].

Holm [1214, 1493].

holonomic [1202].

homogeneous [1176].

Hot [601].

Hotspot [572].

Hpm [1140].

HSV [1133, 1077].

HSV-2 [1133, 1077].

Hubbell [749].

Hugoniot [857].

human [1344].

Huxley [1197].

Hybrid [1370, 997, 1542].

Hydraulic [990].

Hydrodynamic [912, 117].

hydrodynamical [520].

hydrodynamics [1164, 125, 1001].

Hydromagnetic [929].

Hydromechanics [397].

hydrostatic [1095].

Hyperasymptotic [431].

hyperbolic [771, 857, 1073, 942, 14, 801, 59, 576, 236, 1023, 897, 1070, 744, 985, 1206, 921, 1233, 1295].

hyperbolic-parabolic [1206].

hyperbolicity [1450].

hyperelastic [720, 1101].

hypergeometric [431].

hypersingular [691].

hypotheses [694].

hypothesis [229].

hysteresis [325, 1511].

hysteresis-controlled [1511].

I/mode [1494].

Ice
integro-differential [1087, 123, 1394].


Regularity [1299, 1138, 1457]. Regularization [1588, 1384, 1200, 1248, 491, 45, 933, 977].
Reinforced [1325]. Residual [1365, 155, 1338, 733, 9, 1346]. Reissner [802, 1492, 1416, 1033]. Resilience [670, 800].
resonant [91, 531, 104]. resonant [85, 251]. resonating [1113]. resonators [1445].
Riesz [1018, 842, 751, 1393]. right [607]. right-circular [607]. rigid [1490, 1115, 870, 1384, 276, 1220, 1128, 827]. rigid-body [1128]. rigidity [26].
rotating [1561, 1194, 211, 775, 1269, 968, 1486, 1184].
S [1091]. S-transform [1091]. S. [23].
Sagoci [802]. sails [700]. salt [309].
scale-tissue [1337]. scales [1497, 1251].
scanning [727, 880]. scattered [710].
scatterer [731]. scatters [759, 517, 1039].
scheme [1232, 915, 1162]. schemes [1114, 920]. Schlichting [582].
Schlichting/vortex [500]. Scholes [1535].
Schottky [1468]. Schrödinger [480, 936, 1269, 1560, 1502]. Schur [1545].
screen [538, 569]. Schrödinger [480, 936, 1269, 1560, 1502]. Schur [1545].
sea [538, 569]. Sea [550]. Second [405, 1429, 493, 1276, 1240, 59, 1538,
99, 881, 501, 618, 1284, 1496, 1374, 402].
section [196]. sections [201]. sector [1556]. sectors [820, 822].
segmentation [222]. seepage [1036]. Segel [932].
Segregation [317]. Sekerka [814]. Sel’kov [553].
Selection [101, 1407, 372, 1519, 856, 1019]. Self [908, 1305, 1247, 1511, 695, 785, 322, 1558,
837, 435, 455, 693, 784, 265, 225, 217, 1389].
self-organizing [784]. self-oscillating [1511].
Self-similar [908, 1247, 322, 1558, 837, 693]. Semenov [468].
Semi [1304, 1129, 234, 681, 62, 495, 409, 742, 1109, 1556, 222, 634].
Semi-analytical [1304, 1129, 742].
semi-infinite [234, 681, 62, 495, 409, 1556, 222].
semi-linear [634]. semi-transparent [1109]. Semiconductor [947, 48, 629, 143, 220, 203, 400, 253, 661, 327].
semiconductor-device [203]. semiaxponential [378].
semilinear [514, 295]. Sensitivity [322, 1303, 907, 838]. sensor [1303].
separable [612]. separable [159].
separates [3]. Separating [308].
separation [243, 1062, 840, 806].
separations [349]. sequences [177, 1, 37].
Sequential [101]. series [29, 622, 1300, 1442, 1096, 854, 1462, 171, 515, 147].
series [1437]. servomechanisms [1044]. set [398, 695, 796, 613]. sets [308, 71].
setting [1286, 1376]. Several [15, 1210, 577, 1265, 17, 89, 145, 402].
SGP4 [1380]. shaded [1010]. shaded-pole [1010].
shadow [1192]. Shafranov [583]. shallow [548, 79, 984, 1269, 1199, 1318, 748].
shallow-water [79, 1199]. Shape [103, 1527, 397, 779, 1435, 294, 907, 1132,
1436, 931, 658, 682]. shapes [812, 1081, 60, 574]. Shapley [1437].
sharing [1499]. Sharp [882, 1379, 897, 925, 1016, 916, 434, 92, 575].
Sharp-type [575]. Shaw [333, 1031, 254, 1477, 372, 1134, 570]. shear [1340, 599, 716, 590, 1338, 1336, 613, 1200,
1185, 1339, 836, 1444, 464].
signal [839, 674]. signalling [1498, 395]. signals [668, 1085]. Signorini [762, 666].
Silicon [280, 188, 588, 231, 242]. similar [1247, 908, 322, 1558, 837, 693].
Similarity [1188, 337, 279, 40, 283, 386, 992, 1213, 82, 335, 427, 244, 610, 292, 482].
simple [958, 676, 821, 869, 514, 521, 858, 1349].
simplification [739]. simplified [1127, 78].
Simulation [235, 1181, 874, 1164, 1211, 1160, 1036, 129].
simulations [1528, 1273, 1454, 738, 1166, 1159].
Simultaneous [1023]. sine [788, 1196, 1152].
sine-Gordon [1152]. sine-Poisson [788].
single [453, 844, 1066, 542, 352, 661, 296].
single-mode [661]. single-phase [1066].
single-source [542]. single-stator [844].
Singularity [701, 735, 1199, 1192, 299, 484, 901, 1084, 1087, 785, 951, 1386, 1074, 1025,
991, 253, 162, 314, 433, 1026]. Singularities [229, 339, 1265, 1562, 1268, 1416].
spatially
Spatio
Spatio-temporal
spatiotemporal
species
spectra
Spectral
Spectrum
speeds
spheres
Spherical
spherical-wave
spheroidal
Spike
spin
spin-up
Spline-interpolation
spot
spread
Spreading
spring
spring-loaded
springs
square
square-law
square-well
squeeze
squeeze-film
spleen
Spleen
Spline
Spline-interpolation
states
Stationary
Statistically
Stator
Steady
steady [834].
Steady-state
steam
steaming
Steel
Stefan
Stefan-like
Stefan-type
stents
Step
Steric
Stewartson
sticky
stiened
Stiglitz
stirred
Stochastic
storage
straightening
strain
strained
strains
stratabound
strategies
stratiﬁcations
stratiﬁed
stream
streamline
streams
Stress
Strength
Stress-dependent
stress-free
stress-softening
stress-strain
stressed
stiffened
stiffness
Stiglitz
stirred
Stochastic
Storage
straightening
strain
strained
strains
stratabound
strategies
stratiﬁcations
stratiﬁed
stream
streamline
streams
Stress
Strength
Stress-dependent
stress-free
stress-softening
stress-strain
stressed
Stiglitz
stirred
Vesicle [102, 1002, 1080, 644]. unloading [1339].
upon [945, 404]. Upper
[304, 121, 929, 340, 240, 1328, 582, 991].
use [30, 57, 712, 1336, 633, 1021, 466].
Using [1131, 1555, 625, 710, 979, 1071, 268, 1474, 347, 919, 545, 1344, 1014, 1504, 95, 413, 296, 143, 1284, 60, 607, 1181, 386].
Utilization [934].

vaccination [1077, 1133, 1539]. Vacuum [672]. Vajda [23]. valuation [611]. value
[701, 611, 1121, 1028, 599, 639, 465, 780, 82, 497, 863, 1088, 1386, 1437, 938, 1070, 1111, 1290, 1529, 536, 396, 547, 943, 748, 1233, 865, 291, 163, 382, 275, 147]. valve [1401].
vanishingly [24]. vapour [1020]. variable
[1276, 893, 331, 906, 1489, 1174, 1191, 1314, 32, 1529, 1068, 1239, 1254, 235, 324, 518, 1367, 562, 298, 842, 156].
variable-coefficient [331, 1191].
variable-order [1276]. variable-territory
[1174, 1239]. variables
[712, 1210, 1265, 17, 89, 145]. Variational
[11, 148, 639, 696, 179, 128, 110, 642, 340, 415, 967, 1093, 218, 1510, 70].
Variational-iterative [148]. various [201].
varying
[193, 1040, 1022, 1424, 1540, 1415, 283, 834].
Vector [797, 721, 1522, 1028, 1560, 1175].
velocities [919, 298]. velocity
[1028, 1442, 823, 311, 1374, 270]. ventricle
[1344]. version [891]. versus [1097, 1102].
vertex [595]. vertical
[1215, 1257, 321, 198, 988, 641, 158, 382, 1207].
vertically [825, 1357].
vertically-inhomogeneous [1357]. very
[1246]. Vesicle [1270]. via
[1320, 517, 702, 1547]. Vibration
[688, 538, 569, 1033]. vibrational [853].
vibrations [1136, 161]. vicinity [434]. view
[626]. viewed [983]. virial [501]. virus
[1094]. visco [1231]. visco-elastic [1231].
Viscoelastic
[768, 1561, 870, 339, 712, 1317, 1286, 287].
viscoelasticity [1220, 1100, 1466].
viscoplastic [1354]. viscoplasticity [394].
viscosity [1119, 1367, 520]. Viscoes
[1486, 304, 1273, 325, 1065, 1242, 1189, 1291, 1119, 1428, 81, 1207]. visions [1142].
Vlasov [1000]. void [223]. Voight [1274].
volutility [1400, 1364, 1482]. Voltage
[1066, 844, 143, 1347, 327]. voltage-fed
[844]. Volterra
[164, 888, 954, 1410, 1056, 1421]. Volume
[23, 760]. vortex
[500, 1194, 1534, 1562, 693, 1302]. vortices
[1194, 420, 58, 380]. vorticity
[612, 1219, 557]. Vries
[1111, 933, 1290, 1529, 396, 554]. vs
[1225].

W. [23]. Waals [1281, 1481, 1544]. Wake
[278]. walk [1355]. wall [870, 216, 1213, 1384, 77, 294, 353, 24, 574, 1374, 478, 124].
wall-modes [124]. walled [267, 1444]. walls
[502, 427, 1109]. wanted [1351].
wastewater [737]. Water
[153, 134]. water-waves [158]. watershed
[655]. Wave
wave-bearing [944, 543]. wave-body
[776]. Wave-Energy [16]. wave-free
[1263]. Wave-front [902]. wave-fronts
[866, 985].
wave-like [1454]. wave-maker [1470].
waveform [68]. wavefront [562].
Wavefronts [998, 813, 1070, 896].
waveguide [717, 510, 920]. waveguides [1007, 1439, 289].
Wavelet [1211, 668]. wavelets [1071].
waveless [596]. Wavelength [856, 590, 1019].
waveless [596]. Wavelength [856, 590, 1019].
waveless [596]. Wavelength [856, 590, 1019].
waveless [596]. Wavelength [856, 590, 1019].
wavetrain [1547]. wavy [149].
Weak [599, 1506, 1308, 341, 590, 1117, 1481, 1023, 1136, 1493, 1141].
Weakly [312, 924, 1201, 1483, 901, 648, 805, 184].
Wear [103]. Wedge [761, 1481, 619, 725, 595].
Weierstrass [1332]. weight [655]. weight-function [655].
Well [1438, 951, 792, 180, 219, 393, 839, 421, 482].
Well-posed [839]. Well-posedness [1438, 951, 792, 421].
white [1419]. Whittaker [664]. whose [324]. Wiener [127, 234, 527, 704, 790, 118, 1427, 1216].
Wiley [23]. Will [1463, 1143]. winding [211].
window [840]. wing [722]. wings [577].
winners [1324]. wire [421]. wise [22].
within [39, 181, 1317, 1486]. without [1237]. WKB [826, 173]. work [394].
wrinkling [523].
years [1461, 119, 113]. Yield [560, 1463, 859, 1466].
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